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Abstract
Researchers operate with limited budgets and inadequate resources. This prohibits big data research and
suppresses innovation needed to direct inquiry and construct robust research-based information systems.
Such issues are not insuperable, e.g., this project is initialized with limited resources and attempts to build
theory, describe architecture, and set the vision for future work. This first “On the Road to …” paper tenders
a methodology that examines the use of social media variables as a proxy for human emotion and epistemic
activity. A social media corpus is processed and a regression model considers MLB team wins as the
dependent variable and a social media tweet corpus, operationalized via NLP, as the independent variable.
Results are presented. Future work describes a predictive GIS artifact that will input, process, and visualize
a spatial and time-based, NLP processed, social media corpus and is integration with geospatial indexing.
Keywords
Big GIS Data, Geospatial Indexing, Social Media, Natural Language Processing.

Introduction
Powered by ease of data collection and the readiness of authors to microscopically share every aspect of
their diurnal observations and emotional state, big data social media analysis is becoming integrated with
a firm’s strategic goals (Hanna et al., 2011). This new era of business is sparking colossal demand for
research platforms that collect, analyze, and visualize data (Haugh & Watkins, 2016). Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) and their aptitude for analytic and visualization capabilities are a critical link in
the discussion. Comingling social media and GIS analysis is gaining popularity and can successfully
strengthen myriad predictive information systems (McKitrick et al., 2022) (Ristea et al., 2020). Sports Fans
Social Media Research commenced in the new millennium to drive business revenue (Hur et al., 2007) and
over time is being adjusted to account for both fan observations (Fernández-Gavilanes et al., 2019) and fan
emotion within the course of a sporting event (Yu & Wang, 2015). Beyond driving revenue, detecting and
highlighting sports fans’ in-game observations and emotion is relevant for media analysis, comradery of a
city’s citizens, or a sports team owner (perhaps identifying a latent competitive home team advantage). To
date, a limited, yet very focused, number of research projects investigate the detection and aggregation of
Sports Fans Social Media Emotion (SFSME) (Agrawal et al., 2018). A number of reasons exist that make
the creation and automation of methods to detect SFSME complex. First, the processing power necessary
for data collection, storage, analysis, and visualization. Second, the subtle nature of text analysis techniques
applied to the data (commonly called a corpus). In particular, Natural Language Processing (NLP) feature
engineering is challenging in general but is extremely difficult for the sparse text of a social media corpus.
Third, an end-to-end research platform where results are visualized in a near-real-time meaningful way.
Current research is engulfed with collecting social media and identifying significant features. However,
simultaneously describing a particular event and identifying an emotional state in a methodologically
advanced, viable, valid, and valuable way (Toivonen et al., 2019)—specifically given a big data corpus—is
extremely uncommon. A GIS and its capacity for data management, analytic capabilities, and system
architecture solves the problem. It is the intended artifact and this work investigates a framework to
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preprocess a big data social media corpus for GIS consumption. In addition, an evaluative regression model
of social media, including empirical and emotional game factor variables, is proposed. Similar models show
the potential to achieve performance increases in the analysis of the emotional state of an event, e.g., tweetlevel sentiment detection (Yue et al., 2019). Furthermore, resources utilized for this project are very limited.
Corpus size is extremely small, independent variable count is limited to a few, and overall large-scale
visualization is nonexistent. Contributions of this paper are trifold; first, identify the main challenges in and
provide a valid framework for big data social media GIS research and analysis given limited human and
financial resources. Second, via NLP feature engineering, validate fundamental linguistic structures
extracted from a social media corpus that are successively consumed by a GIS. Third, introduce a framework
that results in useful visualizations for stakeholders. In addition, the work supports GIS research beyond
retrospective outcomes, i.e., intends to spark the interest of researchers wishing to delve into epistemic
social media variables being used as a proxy to measure the state of human emotion and their potential for
predictive capabilities (Corso & Alsudais, 2017). Subsequent sections consist of a literature review,
methodology section describing data and its features, regression structure, and hypothesis. Results and
discussion sections follow. Conclusions and recommendations for future research complete the document.

Related Work
Social media demonstrates the ability to support intelligence-based analysis provided solid methodological
approaches are used to convert data to knowledge (Castillo et al., 2021). Latent features of social media
corpora can be explored, e.g., via Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Yue et al., 2019) (Corso & Alsudais,
2017) and various other techniques (Volkova et al., 2015). Sundaram et al. (2013) provide insight on
relational, object-oriented, and similar database technologies that address large-scale query and
performance solutions with respect to searching social media. Logical progression integrates social media
with GIS artifacts and is of particular interest with respect to predictive spatial temporal analysis and
visualization. A model by Jia et al (2016) set precedent for interactive tweet corpus analytics with a
processing scale of greater than one billion tweets. Their solution introduced an analytics and visualization
system called Cloudberry. In terms of Su et al. (2018), a Cloudberry model was extended with a middleware
solution to query a tweet corpus of over a billion twitter feeds streaming in real-time. More recently the Zika
virus was explored via the Cloudberry architecture to investigate Twitter data of large scale Masri et al.
(2019). Such methodologies provide support for GIS artifacts integrated with geospatial social media.
Consequently, social media’s potential contribution to predictive GIS artifact construction is significant;
thus, new visualization and spatial integration technologies need exploration. GIS visualization techniques
are cartographically distinct yet social media layer addition is easily achieved. Geospatial indexing
algorithms are noteworthy and greatly enhance social media’s use in GIS artifacts. Several geospatial grid
systems exist, e.g., Figure 1 displays the S2, GeoHash, Hilbert, and H3 indexing systems. GIS social media
indexing research literature is scant; hence, future direction of literature for social media GIS integration
needs to focus on geospatial indexing.
S2

Geohash

Hilbert

H3

Figure 1. Geospatial Indexing

Methodology
Corpus
Primary data collection of a Twitter tweet corpus occurred between September 20, 2014 and February 28,
2022. Overall, seventy data collection sites were identified—as displayed in Figure 2, thirty (30) Red Pins,
one for each major league baseball stadium, thirty-two (32) Blue Pins, one for each professional NFL
football stadium, and seven (7) Shaded Rectangles, college-saturated geographic locations. Data collection
Twenty-eighth Americas Conference on Information Systems, Minneapolis, 2022
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for each site was accomplished by applying a latitude and longitude polygon bounding box in the collection
code. For example, each location considers a Southwest (bottom left) corner pair of coordinates in the form
(33.137051, -112.511466) and a Northeast (top right) corner coordinate pair in the form (33.767319, 111.531636). The collection code implements a Java library with the JSON metadata collection format. The
corpus size from all sites exceeds 3.5 billion tweets, of which, 1.5 billion tweets are from the 30 MLB sites.

Figure 2. Data Collection Sites

Natural Language Processing
The Python-based Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) library is used to construct a tweet annotation pipeline
(Bird et al., 2009). Individual tweets are the unit of measure; specifically, from each tweet JSON object the
“text” element’s content is extracted. Table 1 displays example content and identifies the features to be
parsed from each tweet. Sentiment values are 1 for happy, -1 for sad, and 0 for undetected. Polarity values
are 1 for positive, -1 for negative, and 0 for neutral. Cognition values are 1 for present and 0 for undetected.
Tweet Text Element Content

Sentiment

Polarity

Cognition

Tweet One

Lol

1

1

0

Tweet Two

 we Won

1

1

1

Tweet Three

nothR loossseeee

-1

-1

1

Tweet Four

Great day at fenaaawayyy Sox Won

0

1

1

Tweet Five

@<name> have a safe trip down and enjoy the
game! Looking forward to your coverage.

1

1

1

Table 1. Tweet Text and NLP Features

Regression Setup
Linear regression is useful for analysis since one dependent variable is possibly influenced by one or more
independent variables. Furthermore, P-values can be calculated for each variable; as such, the following
regression equation is given: Population = βo + β1*Xi1 + β2 *X2 + β3*X3 +ϵi. In terms of the social media
features identified in Table 1 the regression equation is as follows:
Win = intercept + slope 1 * “polarity” + slope 2 * “sentiment” + slope 3 * “cognition” + error

Experiment and Results
Building on NLP social media feature engineering, parsing tweets, and fundamental concepts of regression,
it is expected that predictive capabilities of an information system artifact yield better results than chance.
It is asked; what effect does home team social media vigor have on home team win percentage? On one
hand, equal chance refers to 50% probability of the home team wining. On the other hand, greater home
team social media vigor suggests more wins. The NLP feature extraction process of identifying polarity,
sentiment, and cognition represent vigor. Subsequently, if vigor is infused with other GIS feature classes,
spatial temporal analysis can be scrutinized in quantitative and qualitative ways. Such a theoretical
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framework tests the relationship between SFSME and team wins while controlling for multiple levels of
emotion and epistemic activity; a hypothesis is considered.
Hypothesis H0 (Null). There is no relationship between the number of home team vigorous social media
posts and home a team win.
Hypothesis H1 (Alternative). There is a positive correlation between the number of home team
vigorous social media posts and a home team win.
Dependent Variable. The variable representing the outcome of a process; herewith, a win.
Independent Variables. The three variables (sentiment, polarity, and cognition) representing vigor.
More specifically, variables developed via NLP techniques applied to each sampling unit, i.e., a single tweet;
where, each may systematically influence the dependent variable.
Nuisance Variables. Potential nuisance variables are still under consideration.
Random Assignment. Assignment of sampling units is conducted via the default assignment of tweet ID
as pulled from the collection process.
The regression model was executed for two MLB teams, Chicago Cubs and Chicago White Sox. For each
team, home game date and outcome data was obtained. Total number of games is displayed via
Observations row in Table 2 and Table 3. Based on game date, tweets were selected and NLP processed to
construct an individual corpus for each team. The experiment was conducted in a usability lab at California
Baptist University and results are displayed in Table 2 and 3.

Table 2. Regression Results Cubs

Table 3. Regression Results Sox

Discussion and Limitations
It was expected that results for each team would be similar. There are no significant independent variables
for the Cubs. However, there are multiple significant variables for the Sox, i.e., ‘yesCOGsox’ (presence of
cognition) and ‘negPOLsox’ (negative polarity). This bifurcation, given the similarity of corpora is enough
to investigate the Significance F (P-Value) value for each team. For the Cubs a value of 0.928 is not
significant; the Sox post a value of 0.0176, which, is significant. Thus, in the case of the Cubs, accept the
Null and in the case of the Sox reject the Null hypothesis.
Limitations of the work fit into a few specific areas. First, sample size and random selection. With currently
more than a billion tweets per day the issue of a representative sample is present. Second, the NLP
procedure used to process a tweet places significant influence on the feature being extracted. This is both
positive and negative, for example, the process could identify more, or less, of a content that does or does
not exist. Third, the representation of independent variables as to the outcome of a game. Factors involved
in game outcomes are manifold. Various other independent variables should be considered in order to draw
strict conclusions.

Conclusion
Revolutionary geographic information system artifact construction implementing social media’s latent
features to explore the relationship with a dependent variable is possible. Tweets identified with social
media vigor, i.e., polarity, sentiment, and cogitation provide mixed outcomes via regression analysis. In the
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Chicago White Sox case, with p-values for cognition and positive polarity of 0.000898 and 0.0428,
respectively, more investigation is needed.
NLP tokenization, beyond, break on space, social media part-of-speech tagging, and social media feature
engineering are sophisticated techniques. Each must be properly crafted and evaluated with respect to
corpus consumption via GIS. For example, each token in a tweet was assigned a part-of-speech tag via the
NLTK universal tagset; why not use the Oxford or Brown tagset. Comingling GIS feature classes with social
media via geospatial indexing will allow for fine grained analysis and needs substantial examination.
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